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Abstract
Since their creation, we have grown increasingly reliant on machines to aid us in 
our understanding and perceptions of the world - the camera is no exception. As 
an extension of the human eye, it allows us the opportunity to examine our environ-
ments from new perspectives, offering up views that we may not be able to wit-
ness on our own. 
Though in truth, the structure of the machine is ingrained in everything we know: 
from the natural world to our social patterns, actions are prescribed, parts move 
with united purpose. 
This thesis explores intersections of the organic and the artifical, the natural with 
the synthetic, in order to reveal underlying structures of control that pervade every 
facet of our existence.  
ii 

INTRODUCTION
The title of this exhibition is twofold -- it refers to the application of the Machine as 
a mediator of visuals, of perceptions, and of experiences. Additionally, it refers to 
the Machine as subject -- as a social metaphor, an ever-present network of ideals, 
a shifting entity that forces us to renegotiate our most base concepts of existence.
These contextualizations of the Machine are the reasoning for the employment of 
photography, and in fact, many types of photographies (if they can still be labeled 
as such) that are brought into this discussion. 
The medium of photography, loosely defined by a mechanical capture of light in 
some capacity, has been at the root of many a discussion regarding the artistic 
skill of its operator. Particularly at the time of its invention, there were many who 
felt that the simple extraction of an image by mechanical means did not warrant 
any kind of true artistic merit. These people felt that the resulting work was simply 
a product of the machine, and could not communicate the vision of its operator. 
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Among these critics who viewed photography as an assault on the art world was 
poet and art critic Charles Baudelaire, who made no secret of his distaste for the 
representation of this medium as art. He stated:
 “...Mathematical verisimilitude and lifeless precision do not do 
 justice for a portrait, for which one needs expression and life; 
 these can only be conveyed by the animating strength of talent 
 and thought of an individual - no machine can do this.”
Baudelaire dismissed the image-making potential of photograpy based purely on 
the tool of its creation, failing to consider the role of its hybrid counterpart, the pho-
tographer. Although this view has obviously waned in the time since photography’s 
announcement, it seems it is one that has never completely subsided.
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By the 1920s, the techniques and subjects that image-makers were beginning to 
adopt marked a clear departure from the sometimes stiff views that came before 
them. Dziga Vertov, a Soviet filmmaker famous for his groundbreaking film Man 
with a Movie Camera, was an enormous proponent for the unique language of the 
camera and specifically the cinema. In a 1923 manifesto he wrote: 
 “I am eye, I am a mechanical eye. I, a machine, show you the world 
 as only I can see it.” 
With this, Vertov seems to have prophetically assessed an impending convergence 
and interdependence between humans and their technological counterparts.
3
Still from Man with a Movie Camera, 1929
Dziga Vertov
So much so that in his film, he imbues the camera with life, anthropomorphizing 
the machine and casting it as a main character and protagonist, documenting life 
at this time in a way never before witnessed. 
He championed this concept of views that his camera could allow humans to ex-
perience that they could not have otherwise, implementing mirrored views, split 
screens, reversed footage, fast and slow-motion.
Stills from Man with a Movie Camera, 1929 
Dziga Vertov
4
Eventually, Vertov begins to apply these ideas of machine as mediator toward ma-
chine as social indicator and, potentially, equalizer. He writes:
 “The machine makes us ashamed of man’s inability to control 
 himself, but what are we to do if electricity’s unerring ways are 
 more exciting to us than the disorderly haste of active men and 
 the corrupting inertia of passive ones? […]
 In revealing the machine’s soul, in causing the worker to love 
 his workbench, the peasant his tractor, the engineer his engine --
  
 we introduce creative joy into all mechanical labor,
 we bring people into closer kinship with machines,
 we foster new people.
 The new man, free of unwieldiness and clumsiness, will have the 
 light, precise movements of machines, and he will be the gratifying 
 subject of our films.”
Here, he raises questions of control, of expectation, of obligation, and of honest 
labor. He envisions a symbiosis of man with machine, and embraces the sense of 
purpose with which it may imbue him, stripped of any qualities that may detract 
from a productive nature.
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Last January, during the time I was making this work, I was vacationing in Califor-
nia. The work was positioned at the back of my mind at that time due to a much-
needed weekend of debauchery, until my partner suggested that we watch the 
2011 film Hugo that he had been meaning to see.
One scene in particular stood out to me, as it seemed to succinctly describe the 
issues that this work is engaged with. The main character, Hugo, confides in his 
newfound friend, Isabelle:
 “...Everything has a purpose, even machines. Clocks tell the time, 
 trains take you places. They do what they’re meant to do. Maybe 
 that’s why broken machines make me so sad - they can’t do what 
 they’re meant to do. 
 Maybe it’s the same with people. If you lose your purpose, it’s like 
 you’re broken.
 [ . . . ]
 Right after my father died, I’d come up here a lot. I’d imagine the 
 whole world was one big machine. Machines never come with any 
 extra parts, you know. They always come with the exact  amount 
 they need. So I figured, if the entire world was one big machine, 
 I couldn’t be an extra part. I had to be here for some reason. And 
 that means you have to be here for some reason, too.”
6
Still from Hugo, 2011
7
And so I was presented with this thought that everyone has a reason for their exis-
tence, perhaps unbeknownst to them – a function that they should fulfill. I think that 
it’s quite a romantic notion to have. However, for myself, there exists a simultane-
ous comfort and repulsion to this prospect of being unwittingly engaged in this kind 
of unified macrocosm, with prescribed meaning and inherent expectations.  
The work I’ve created in response to this idea deals with that consistent push 
and pull, engaging in ruminations on control, and on the formation of an identity. 
Whether it is more desirable to possess an assigned and definitive purpose in life, 
or to have control of oneself in a life that may be otherwise meaningless, it is in this 
space that my work takes place, embracing hybridized sight in order to find a new 
position for myself.
8
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From the outset, I really envisioned bringing 
together a broad range of imagery and pro-
cesses in order to carry out this conversation 
regarding systems of control, technological 
experience, and our inevitable progression 
into cyborg beings. For convenience, I’ve tried 
to separate some of my works into a few cat-
egories, though many of them may be able to 
move throughout these descriptions.
10
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Double Portrait (Omniscient View), 2011
14
The implementation of both narrative and performance-based pieces in the exhi-
bition was a very consciously considered choice. I knew that I wanted to include 
myself in the work in one capacity or another, because of the fact that these issues 
are something that have concerned me personally for quite some time. Placing 
myself, or in most cases here, a version of myself into my work allows me the op-
portunity to create an avatar upon which I can project these personal discomforts 
with my tenuous place in reality. 
*   *   *   
This was one of the first pieces I completed, and the most clear representation of 
my “almost real-life” self. As the title states, I set out to present an image in which 
I am fully visible, observed from multiple viewpoints. I happen to possess a love for 
graphics and diagrams colliding with the photographic, and by combining my body 
with mechanical cross-sections, attention is called to the inner complexities that 
exist below their surfaces, where scrutinizing details ensure optimal function. 
I have used digital tools to try and present my form at perhaps its most ideal: I have 
removed all traces of my stretched earlobes, other piercings and tattoos, as well 
as birthmarks and imperfections. In performing these tasks, I held in mind ideas of 
genetic recombination and reprogramming, activities currently being performed in 
the medical field for things ranging from the prevention of disease, to controlling 
eye and hair color. Using technology, we are able to synthesize our most desirable 
traits. 
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In performing my research, I retroactively realized that my poses for that piece 
must have been at least partially inspired by some of the suspension performanc-
es carried out by Stelarc, in which the artist is literally suspended using cables and 
meat hooks embedded in his flesh. 
For me, these works are at once very corporeal and also transcendent. Stelarc 
acknowledges the limits of his body on its own, and has no qualms about supple-
menting it with the aid of synthetic materials in order to achieve a new sensation 
or position in space. 
He also seems to reject the concept of the body as a precious thing, made espe-
cially significant through the use of his own body. I continued to be drawn to Ste-
larc’s work for that reason: he consistently places himself into his work, isolating 
his form as part of a larger inquiry into what it means to be human (or perhaps to 
redefine it) in an age where we increasingly experience and understand the world 
through the technological.
16
Sitting /Swaying, Stelarc
Suspension, Stelarc
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Regarding this use of his own form, Joanna Zylinska, in her book Cyborg Experi-
ments: Extensions of the Body in the Media Age, writes: 
 
 “Even in post-human performance, embodiment is still necessary, 
 something of which Stelarc is acutely aware: ‘[…] ideas emanate 
 from the performances. Anyone can come up with the ideas, but 
 unless you physically realize them and go through those experiences 
 of new interfaces and new symbioses with technology and infor-
 mation, then it’s not interesting for me.’ 
 For Stelarc, ideas are authenticated through physical actions. 
 Performance is central to his aesthetic concerns, with art perceived 
 as having an operational role – that is, testing design concepts and 
 aesthetic imaginings in actual environments.”
Much of Stelarc’s work may seem to point toward a future era, but in using his 
physical form, he maintains a vantage point from the now. I decided that this was 
something that was important to me as well. I wanted to take on the role of the 
cyborg that I could already feel was forthcoming. 
18
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INDUSTRIAL INFLUENCE
Regarding this use of his own form, Joanna Zylinska, in her book Cyborg Experi-
ments: Extentsions of the Body in the Media Age, writes: 
I decided to create a character that represented a culmination of my interests in 
this field. To say that my interest in industrial music culture was a large influence 
on the conceptualization of this character would be an understatement. This move-
ment represents a fixture in terms of my aesthetics, ideas, and behaviors.
Even just from the names, album titles, and album covers of some of the groups in 
this genre, inferences can be made as to their interests. “God Module” pits human 
ideals of divinity, eternal life, and moral expectation against the mechanical, similar 
connotations can be drawn from Combichrist, Menschdefekt roughly translates to 
‘defective humankind’ from the German, and Grendel’s album Harsh Generation is 
a pinnacle of electro-industrial.
20
    God Module                                      Combichrist
  Menschdefekt                                       Grendel
21
In thinking about contemporary industrial culture, I started to realize that in many 
ways, there are actually a lot of commonalities between this and the Futurist move-
ment at the turn of the 20th century. To list a few points from the Futurist Mani-
festo:
 “We want to sing the love of danger, the habit of energy and 
 rashness. The essential elements of our poetry will be courage, 
 audacity and revolt. Literature has up to now magnified pensive 
 immobility, ecstasy and slumber. We want to exalt movements 
 of aggression, feverish sleeplessness, the double march, the 
 perilous leap, the slap and the blow with the fist. We want to 
 glorify war — the only cure for the world — militarism, patriotism,    
 the destructive gesture of the anarchists, the beautiful ideas 
 which kill.”
These are certainly things that I feel are indicative of industrial concerns. Another 
distinction I began to make in this culture is that they seem to exhibit the same 
attraction/repulsion to the machine as I mentioned earlier. Musically, the machine 
is revered: synthesizers and relentless, militant beats are carefully programmed 
and arranged; audio signals harshly distorted, and many bands in this fashion use 
hardware devices to completely reject human vocals, transforming their voices 
into gritty synthetic frequencies. 
Yet despite the dependence on technology for their music, there is something 
enduringly human about the visceral emotion with which the performances are 
imbued, as well as a seeming reversion to an almost tribal quality. 
22
I took these elements, and they became fused together with other interests of 
mine: ranging from video games to movies, as well as a hint of sexual fetish gear, 
and I began sketching out how I thought my character should appear in order to 
perform in the spaces I found for him.
Initial Character Clothing Concept 
23

This character is at once autobiographical and anonymous. Stylization and a slight 
romanticizing of the images serves as a stark counterpoint to the subject matter; 
it allows me the space to work with these nihilistic themes that concern me, but to 
also remove myself from the reality of their impact.
He seems pitted against a world in which he is a mere component. The sense of 
time in which he exists also appears skewed. His appearance would indicate an ex-
istence in some future era, yet decaying anachronisms surround him. The spaces 
he occupies, and the manners in which he attempts to relate to his surroundings 
seem crude and unfitting. 
In this way, he seems to possess no “present” state of being: he is caught between 
disparate means of existence, and cannot seem to effectively reconcile his position.
25
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Book of Life, Robert and Shana ParkeHarrison
In terms of the presentation of narrative, I feel my work has some elements in 
common with the works of Robert and Shana ParkeHarrison. While their perfor-
mances occur in an ecologically liminal space, my work takes place in a space that 
is biologically liminal. My character attempts to make his way through the ruins of 
former industry, subjected to the impending prospect that he too may one day fall 
obsolete to newer and more effective beings.
I find I’ve always responded to these images, which seem to portray intent, calculat-
ed actions without an easily decipherable consequence to those actions. A genuine 
effort in the face of uncertainty.
28
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This is perhaps what remains of his erratic human tendencies: the indulgence of 
actions that may not bear any definitive result yet must be instinctually performed. 
*   *   *
In the course of shooting these images, the photographing process itself became 
as much of a concerted effort as the performances that take place in the spaces 
of the photographs. By the 2nd, 3rd, 4th time of preparing for a shoot, it had become 
almost ritualistic as I would load my car with equipment, drive to my location while 
on the lookout for nearby trainyard workers, park discretely, and haul a heavy 
camera, lights, and props into the space. I would then assume my character’s at-
tributes as a continued method of externalizing my internal conflictions.
31
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As a contrast to these figurative types of images, I wanted to create some pieces 
that further addressed the concept of the world itself (and the ways in which we 
experience it) as machine-like, in various forms.  I came to the conclusion that I 
wanted to experiment with landscape in this manner, as it seems to exist for many 
people as a fairly universal means of experiencing the natural world. 
I began to collect a personal archive of images that I was drawn to. I started notic-
ing interesting similarities becoming apparent between places that were complete-
ly separated in space and time. The upper image here is of course Roger Fenton’s 
“Shadow of the Valley of Death,” an iconic image speaking to the idea of whether 
there exists veracity in photography. At the bottom is an image created and trans-
mitted robotically by a NASA Mars probe. These are both views that I could have 
never experienced except through the network of the Internet.
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Shadow of the Valley of Death, 1855 
Roger Fenton
Photograph from NASA Mars Curiosity Rover, 2012
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I also began to think about the spaces that are represented within the confines of 
video game universes. Many of them have a degree of basis in reality, but the act 
of engaging in such a game is a distinct and voluntary detachment from reality, 
allowing its players to explore and interact in a place that is a virtual construct of 
landscapes that its creators have put together.
After some time it occurred to me that it would be interesting to see what might 
happen if the borders between these disparate image sources came together and 
purported to exist as a legitimate depiction of a real, physical landscape. 
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This is a technique that filmmakers must utilize consistently. Through recombina-
tion of different sources, Vertov speaks to the ability of the language of the camera 
to suspend belief in an image:
 
 “You’re walking down a Chicago street today in 1923, but I make 
 you greet Comrade Volodarsky, walking down a Petrograd street 
 in 1918, and he returns your greeting. 
 [ . . . ]
 Freed from the rule of sixteen-seventeen frames per second, free 
 of the limits of time and space, I put together any given points in 
 the universe, no matter where I’ve recorded them.”
38
It became evident that I needed to make these images my own, by way of recaptur-
ing them as I was able to experience them through the network. Re-photographing 
images off of a monitor allowed for unique distortions of space, focus, and even 
tones of each landscape. Pixels became emphasized in some parts of an im-
age, and more smoothed in others, depending on the angle of my camera to the 
screen.
The end result is an unnaturally focused and somewhat spatially disorienting land-
scape that still manages to maintain a resemblance to legitimate place. It culmi-
nates from my digital experience of places both real and unreal, separated by mil-
lions of miles and hundreds of years. The final scale of the image causes the viewer 
to stand back in order to view the piece, the formal presentation and panoramic 
format allows one to suspend belief. Yet if a viewer will venture closer, the artifacts 
of its creation are not hidden; stripes of pixels and compressed space become 
more evident on closer inspection.
39
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Belief in this experience of landscape is easier 
now than ever, as the digital space is how we 
now experience nearly all places and events 
outside of our typical lifestyle. 
James Bridle is the founder of a loosely de-
fined contemporary movement called “The 
New Aesthetic,” which focuses on the curiosi-
ties of technology and transgressed boundar-
ies between the digital and the physical. In a 
2011 speech titled “Waving at the Machines”, 
he showed this satellite image as part of a 
discussion on contemporary interactions with 
landscape. Bridle muses:
   “And so when you see a picture like this, you see pixels, right? Those 
   aren’t pixels. Those are fields. They’re irrigated fields on the border 
   of Namibia and South Africa. 
   But because we expect to see things in a certain world, our under-
   standing of where the border between physical and digital is has 
   changed, because we’ve experienced this kind of imagery and these 
   kind of views before, and we’re unconsciously comfortable of them 
   being mixed up.”
Because of our interactions with the Internet, these distinctions are becoming more difficult to discern.
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A similar phenomenon is evident in the work of Harun Farocki, who has explored 
the use of the virtual in military applications. These split screen images show users 
interacting with virtual environments.
Excerpt Stills from Serious Games, 2010
Harun Farocki
43
Part of the work statement for the piece, called “Serious Games” reads:
 “Farocki is interested in the use of virtual realities and games 
 in the recruiting, training and now also therapy for soldiers. 
 Farocki explores the connection between virtual reality and the 
 military – how the fictional scenarios of computer games are 
 used both in the training of U.S. troops prior to their deployment 
 in combat zones, and in psychological care for troops suffering 
 battlefield trauma upon their return.”
In this manner, the virtual is being used as both a training for physical space, and 
as a therapy for psychological space. It is reasonable to acknowledge why these 
separations are becoming difficult to make. 
44
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You may notice that, for the most part, the nature 
of the works I’ve described up to this point are such 
that they have allowed me to maintain a high level 
of control in terms of the creation of my images. 
I’ve always been somewhat of a dictator in terms of 
my creative processes, and I believe it was this that 
interested me in electronic music in the first place. 
When I used to perform in a band, I found it difficult 
to rely on other members to successfully translate 
what I had written. In creating electronic music, I 
found I was able to carefully tweak parameters until 
each sound was exactly as I wanted.
 
From this point on, the pieces that I’ve created in-
clude a much more evident surrender of control on 
my part, allowing the mechanical aspects of their 
creation to determine the final result.
47
To this end, I created a group of images using simple pinhole cameras. These im-
ages are sometimes referred to as “solargraphs” and involve the installation of a 
pinhole camera outdoors for an extended length of time.
The process of making and installing these cameras became yet another element 
of ritual practice to my creation process. Inside, a piece of black and white photo 
paper is placed opposite the pinhole, and the camera is fixed to one point where it 
will hopefully not be disturbed. During the exposure, the movement of the sun, or 
more specifically, the Earth’s movement around the sun is recorded in a single im-
age onto the paper.
48
Pinhole Camera Installation, 2011
49
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These pinhole images are the result of one of the simplest photographic devices 
possible: simply a light-tight aluminum can with a piece of light sensitive mate-
rial inside of it. Yet this device is able to envision set patterns of celestial objects 
that humans would never be able to witness alone. These images have effectively 
turned the Earth itself into a camera, a machine.
*   *   *
Another intriguing concept about these pinhole photographs lies in their digitiza-
tion. After retrieval, the pinhole camera must remain closed to light until the nega-
tive is ready to scan. Since the photo paper is still light sensitive, an interesting con-
flict arises. As the light of the scanner passes along the paper negative, the image 
becomes converted into the digital even as its physical manifestation is ruined. In 
this way, it is simultaneously preserved and destroyed.
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In thinking about concepts of rigid social struc-
tures, ingrained programming, and hive mental-
ity, I started to consider insects as the ready-
made cyborgs of the natural world. This is a still 
from the original source footage I recorded of 
this ant, which I collected from a forested area, 
removing it from its known structure, in effect 
stripping its sense of purpose when removed 
from the context of its colony. A power dynamic 
emerges here as I study him, a captive meta-
phor, seeming to shiver from lack of function. 
After bringing this footage to the computer, I 
wondered if I could achieve with a scanner a 
similar effect to that of the solargraph images: a 
collapse of time into a new format. I set my foot-
age to play on the monitor, and placed the moni-
tor face down on the scanner, condensing the 
video into a single image. Curious details emerge 
as the scanner seems to perceive motion on 
multiple layers, banding and opening up these 
actions for scrutiny, while a strict grid of pixels 
still governs the image.
52

In a last quote from Vertov, who is obviously in my head, he states:
 
 “[The mechanical eye] experiments, distending time, dissecting 
 movement, or, in contrary fashion, absorbing time within itself, 
 swallowing years, thus schematizing processes of long duration 
 inaccessible to the normal eye.
 Aiding the machine-eye is the kinok-pilot (cinema-eye men) who 
 not only controls the camera’s movements, but entrusts himself 
 to it during experiments in space.
 [ . . . ]
 The result of this concerted action of the liberated and perfected 
 camera and the strategic brain of man directing, observing, and 
 gauging – the presentation of even the most ordinary things will 
 take on an exceptionally fresh and interesting aspect.”
Vertov recognizes the ingenuity that is possible when operator and machine work 
together, and particularly, when the operator trusts the machine to do its work. 
This is truly a hybrid, a cyborg. 
Admittedly, at times, it was difficult for me to know whether some of these pro-
cesses would prove to exist cohesively with works that I had more precise control 
over. However, after I relinquished agency to their workings, whether it was the 
daily path of the sun or the common insect, they seemed to fall into place one next 
to another. 
54
The condensed image contained 
one unexpected element: the light 
from the scanner did not over-
power the backlit image cast by 
the monitor, but it did shed light 
on evidence of previous human 
interaction with these technologies: 
fingerprints, small pieces of hair, 
and presumably some sweat and 
skin cells became apparent on the 
surfaces of the scanner bed and 
monitor. At first I viewed these as a 
mistake, but I quickly realized that 
this created a kind of fossil record 
of those interfaces.
55

The final presentation consists of a large print of this 
image, paired with a small LCD monitor in its center, 
playing back the original source footage that created 
the print. This presents a juxtaposition of the mechani-
cal view with what at least approaches a more human 
view, and also indicates reference to this dynamic of 
control that the process has been engaged in.
57
This brings me to the final category of works, 
and these are pieces that rely heavily on the 
manipulation of images and unique forms of 
digital output.
58
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This is the original source image for the small animated piece, titled Codefuck, that 
I created. I made a photograph of myself in which I projected images of circuitry 
onto my flesh, while I appear to be tangled in a network of snake-like wires. Space 
and textures compress to depict this situation in a distorted sense of place.  
I enjoyed the image quite a bit but was unsure that it fully embodied the ideas I was 
aiming for. I then began experimenting with treating this image as a text document 
– which presented me with an enormous string of computer code, essentially the 
digital DNA of this image. By inserting, deleting, and rearranging portions of this 
text, I was able to distort the image in interesting ways.
61

Here you can see just a very short portion of the code that made up this image. 
One of the most interesting things, conceptually, that ended up happening during 
this process was the act of dissemination of the image. 
When I first tried to distort the code of my file, I noticed that only very small parts 
of the image would change. After toying with a few ideas and trying to get a more 
dramatic reaction, I found that the process of uploading the image to the Internet, 
and then re-downloading it caused a condensing of the code to its bare essentials. 
The act of placing this image on the network forced it to be stripped down to the 
most basic components it needed to function - essentially reflecting the idea of 
total efficiency. 
Re-Coded Image
63
Still from Modern Times, 1936
Charlie Chaplin
This reminded me of themes represented in Charlie Chaplin’s 1936 film Modern 
Times. Chaplin portrays an eccentric assembly line worker, unappreciated for 
whatever unique traits he may possess, and forced to engage in a single, repeti-
tive task, a small contribution to the end process of this labor. In this environment, 
craft and expertise skill are of little value, laborers are mere components in the 
course of production.  
We also witness the management of the factory go to ridiculous means for saving 
time and inducing efficiency, as Chaplin’s body is strapped into an absurd eating 
machine.
64
The act of altering the ingrained code of these images became a way to subvert 
their prescribed appearance, and in turn allowed me to forge unique identities 
from a single photograph. Each result could differ vastly so I kept creating more. . .
65
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And more, until I had several hun-
dred of these altered images. It 
was absolutely chaotic at first, but 
over time I started to learn which 
areas of the code would cause 
certain changes, and which areas 
may cause an image to no longer 
be recognized by software as an 
image. As much as I enjoyed mak-
ing these, I was unsure for some 
time about what form their final 
presentation would take.
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Codefuck
Approx. 5 x 6 “
Video on LCD Monitor
As they had been created through digital means, I concluded that they should re-
main in a primarily digital format, as opposed to prints. 
I experimented with stringing these images together, one next to another, as a 
frame-by-frame animation. They seemed to exhibit the look of a signal experiencing 
interference, as colors flash and my body is quickly dissected, replaced, and broken 
down again and again, an endless inescapable cycle. 
The final piece is shown on a small LCD monitor ripped from its housing, its inter-
nal workings exposed, just as these images have been re-mediated from the inside 
out.
69
  “We’re meant to die – that’s what makes anything about 
  us matter. Living like this is torture… We’re just ghosts...”
*   *   *
This is a quote from the movie Aeon Flux (2005), which, admittedly, isn’t a fantas-
tic movie, however a lot of the individual ideas from it are quite wonderful on their 
own. The main character and the movie’s namesake utters this statement after 
learning that she and everyone else in existence are simply clones that have been 
reintroduced to society for 7 generations, as the result of a vaccine which saved a 
small portion of humanity from disease, yet unintentionally left the population infer-
tile. They exist as copies of copies of copies.
70
This concept of death defining our existence was the impetus for the sound instal-
lation that I created for the exhibition. I knew from the beginning that I wanted to 
include sound in some capacity, though for a long time I wasn’t sure exactly what 
made sense in an audio format. 
I then discovered that through the use of software, I could translate images into 
sound, though I still wasn’t sure what type of images should be creating the sound 
and why. I then realized that for the duration of this work, I have been thinking 
about technology as a means of separation from reality, and for many, one of the 
most imminent realities, is that of our own death.
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I collected once again a group of images from the Internet, depicting primarily 
autopsies and morgue photographs. They were somewhat difficult for me to even 
look at while saving them, but I was interested in what might happen when there 
was a step of removal from their visceral nature.
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In this program, the user can dictate the length of audio produced, logarithmic or 
linear application of sounds, minimum and maximum allowable Hz levels, and more. 
From there, it produces sound by analyzing the light and dark tones of an image, 
and applying a scale of frequencies to each.  The machine has no problem quickly 
applying its own meaning to images that most humans will find disturbing.
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The result is a quite haunting, ambient sweep of different tones, with changes de-
pendent on the content of each image. 
I found it interesting that for most people, they would prefer not to be subjected to 
the images that created these sounds for more than a moment. However, when 
re-mediated into audio, the length of time becomes extended, and because of the 
sensory change, the audience becomes curious and engages with it. Similarly, 
technology is forcing us to think about mortality in new ways.
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I’d like to end on this quote from Stelarc, who voices his thoughts on our new and 
fluctuating ideas of death:
 “Hydraulic hearts circulate blood without beating. A heart without 
 a heartbeat. A cadaver can be preserved forever through plasti-
 nation whilst simultaneously a comatose body can be sustained on 
 life-support systems. The brain-dead have beating hearts. Dead 
 bodies need not decompose, and near-dead bodies need not die. 
 The dead, the near-dead, the not-yet-born and the partially living 
 exist simultaneously. We live in an age of the cadaver, the comatose, 
 the cryogenic, and the chimera. 
 Liminal spaces proliferate.” 
In essence, it’s become increasingly difficult for us to strictly define what death is. 
Though Stelarc attempts to, stating:
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“Death now means to be disconnected from technology.”
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Left to Right:
Double Portrait (Omniscient View)
40 x 49 “
Inkjet Print on Steel with Resin
Landscape I
20 x 75 “
C-print on Steel with Resin 83
Foreground:
Re-Mediated Flesh (Sculptural Audio Installation)
Dimensions Variable
Wire Casings, Speakers
Right:
Primordial
30 x 40 “
Transparency in Steel Lightbox84


Natural Cyborg
36 x 48“
Inkjet Print on Steel with Resin, LCD Monitor, Video
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A New Atlas
30 x 40 “
Transparency in Steel Lightbox
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In Vitro
24 x 32 “
C-print on Wood with Resin
Hands I & II
9 x 9 “
C-print on Wood with Resin

